We use the assumption that all sets in NP (or other levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy) have e cient average-case algorithms to derive collapse consequences for MA, AM, and various subclasses of P/poly. As a further consequence we show for C 2 fP(PP); PSPACEg that C is not tractable in the average-case unless C = P.
Introduction
In general, the average-case complexity of an algorithm depends (by de nition) on the distribution on the inputs. In fact, there exist certain (so called malign or universal) distributions relative to which the average-case complexity of any algorithm coincides with its worst-case complexity LV92]. Fortunately, these distributions are not recursive. Even for the class of polynomial-time bounded algorithms, malign distributions are not computable in polynomial time Mil93] .
In recent literature, it has been shown that several NP-complete problems are solvable e ciently on average (i.e., in time polynomial on -average) with respect to certain natural distributions on the instances. However, this is not true for all NP-complete problems, unless E = NE BCGL92] . In fact, some natural NP problems A are under a particular distribution complete for NP in the sense that A is not e ciently solvable on -average unless any NP problem is e ciently solvable with respect to any polynomial-time computable distribution Lev86] . It is therefore one of the main open problems in average-case complexity theory whether NP problems can be solved e ciently on average with respect to natural, i.e., polynomial-time computable distributions.
Let AP FP denote the class of sets that are decidable in time polynomial on -average with respect to every polynomial-time computable distribution. As noted above, NP AP FP implies that E = NE BCGL92] . This result provides an interesting connection between average-case complexity and worst-case complexity. Namely, if all NP problems 1 can be decided in time polynomial on average, then all sets in NE can be decided in (worst-case) exponential time.
Similarly, as observed in FF93], any random self-reducible set which can be decided in time polynomial on average (under the distribution induced by the random self-reduction) can be decided by a randomized algorithm in (worst-case) polynomial time. For example, Lipton Lip91] used an idea of Beaver and Feigenbaum BF90] to show that multivariate polynomials of low degree are (functionally) random self-reducible. In particular, it follows from Lipton's result that if there is an algorithm computing the permanent e ciently for all but a su ciently small (polynomial) fraction of all n n matrices (over GF(p) where p > n + 1 is prime), then it is possible to compute the permanent of any n n matrix in expected polynomial time. Using this property it is not hard to show that P(PP) 6 AP FP unless PP = ZPP. From Corollary 3.3 below, P(PP) AP FP even implies that PP = P (in fact, it is easy to verify that PP = P already follows from the assumption that the middle bit class MP GKR + 95] is contained in AP FP ). This means that for C = P(PP), C is not tractable on the average unless C is tractable in the worst-case. This rises the question whether a similar relationship holds for other classes C as, e.g., C = NP or, more generally, for C = p k .
In contrast to worst-case complexity, where NP P implies that PH P, it is not known whether NP AP FP implies that all sets in p 2 = P(NP) are contained in AP FP (see Imp95] for an exposition). Consider for example an NP optimization problem. It is not known whether an e cient average-case algorithm for the corresponding decision problem can be used to compute e ciently on average an optimal solution. To see the di culty consider the computation of a deterministic Turing machine M with oracle A, where the distribution on the inputs of M is computable in polynomial time. Since the oracle queries can be adaptive, it depends on the oracle set A which queries are actually made. Hence, the distribution induced on the oracle queries is not necessarily computable in polynomial time. On the other hand, it is known that NP AP FP implies p 2 AP FP (cf. Theorem 3.9). We refer the reader to Imp95, SW95] for further discussions of this and related questions. As shown in Sch96], the class AP FP is not closed under Turing reducibility, moreover, AP FP even contains Turing complete sets for EXP (note that EXP is not contained in AP FP ).
Our results are based on the following special properties of any set A 2 AP FP : Firstly, for any P-printable domain D there is an algorithm that decides A e ciently on all inputs in the domain D. Secondly, since A is e ciently decidable on average with respect to the standard distribution st (which is uniform on n ), there is an algorithm for A that is polynomial in the worst case for all but a polynomial fraction of the strings of each length. Roughly speaking, we exploit these two properties in the following context: A serves as an oracle in a computation that generates oracle queries in such a way that it is su cient to answer these queries either on some P-printable domain or on any domain which contains a large fraction of the strings of each length.
In particular, we get the following collapse consequences. (The notion of instance complexity and the class IC log,poly] of sets of strings with low instance complexity were introduced in OKSW94]. As shown in OKSW94], P/log ( IC log; poly] ( P/poly, and in We assume that the reader is familiar with fundamental complexity theoretic concepts such as (oracle) Turing machines and the polynomial-time hierarchy (see, for example, BDG95, Sch86] ).
Let C be a complexity class. A set A is P C -printable if there exists a set C 2 C and a polynomial time bounded oracle Turing transducer T such that the output of T with oracle C and input 1 n is an enumeration of all strings in A of length n. An oracle Turing machine T is non-adaptive, if for all oracles C and all inputs x, the queries of T on input x are independent of C. T is honest if there exists a constant c such that jxj jyj c for all x and for all oracle queries y of T on input x. A set A is P ;honest (C)-printable if A is P(C)-printable and the respective Turing transducer is honest and non-adaptive.
Next we review the notion of advice functions introduced by Karp and Lipton KL80] to characterize non-uniform complexity classes. A function h : 0 ! is called a polynomiallength function if for some polynomial p and for all n 0, jh(0 n )j = p(n). For a class C of sets, let C=poly be the class of sets L such that there is a set I 2 C and a polynomial-length function h such that for all n, 8x 2 n : x 2 L , hx; h(0 n )i 2 I:
The function h is called an advice function for L, whereas I is the corresponding interpreter set.
In the following we will also make use of multi-valued advice functions. A (total) multivalued function h maps every string x to a non-empty subset of , denoted by set-h(x). We say that g is a re nement of h if for all x, set-g(x) set-h(x).
A multi-valued advice function h has the property that for some polynomial p and all n, set-h(0 n ) p(n) and for all w 2 set-h(0 n ), 8x 2 n : x 2 L , hx; wi 2 I: Let F be a class of (possibly multi-valued) functions and let L 2 C=poly. Then L is said to have an advice function in F (with respect to interpreter class C) if some h 2 F is an advice function for L with respect to some interpreter set I 2 C.
Let be a probability distribution on . Associated with are a distribution function that we also denote by and a density function, denoted by 0 . and 0 are functions from to the interval 0; 1] such that P x 0 (x) = 1 and (x) = P y x 0 (y) where, as usual, denotes the lexicographic ordering on . Let t be a function from IN 
The class of functions polynomial on -average has many closure properties that are known for polynomials Lev86, Gur91] . A further important property is robustness under the polynomial domination of distributions Lev86, Gur91], i.e., any function that is polynomial on -average is also polynomial on -average provided that dominates .
In the recent literature on average-case complexity basically two ways have been considered to formalize the intuitive notion of feasible (or natural) distributions. The more restrictive way is to consider only distributions as feasible that have e ciently computable distribution functions Lev86, Gur91] . On the other hand, any e ciently samplable distribution (according to which instances can be e ciently generated) can be considered feasible. As shown in BCGL92], every e ciently computable distribution is dominated by an e ciently samplable distribution. This implies that if a problem is solvable in time polynomial on average with respect to any e ciently samplable distribution then it is also solvable in time polynomial on average with respect to any e ciently computable distribution.
A distribution is said to be P-computable if its distribution function is P-computable, i.e., there exists a polynomial time bounded deterministic Turing transducer M such that for all x and all k it holds that jM(x; 1 k )? (x)j 2 ?k . Here the output of M is interpreted as a rational number, in some appropriate way. For example, if M(x; 1 k ) = hp; qi, then M(x; 1 k ) computes the number p=q. As the following remark shows, requiring that the 5 density function 0 of a distribution is P-computable is a strictly weaker condition unless P 6 = NP. Remark. As shown in Gur91], if P 6 = NP then there exists a distribution whose density function 0 is P-computable but whose distribution function is not P-computable.
As usual let FP denote the set of polynomial-time computable functions. An important subclass of the class of P-computable distributions is the class of so-called FP-computable distributions for which can be e ciently computed without error. For a complexity class C, we say that a distribution is FP(C)-computable (in symbols: 2 FP(C)) if its distribution function is FP(C)-computable, i.e., there exist functions f 2 FP(C) and g 2 FP such that for all x, (x) = f(x)=g(x).
As the following theorem shows, a problem is solvable in time polynomial on -average for every FP-computable distribution if and only if it is solvable in time polynomial on -average for every P-computable distribution . Theorem 2. From this characterization it follows immediately that any function f that is polynomial on -average is in fact polynomially bounded on n , except for a subset which has low probability under . Proposition 2.5 Let f be polynomial on -average. For every polynomial p there exists a polynomial p 0 such that for all n,
Proof. Assume that f is polynomial on -average. Choose constants c and k > 1 such that
0 (x) < c. Now let H n denote the set fx 2 p(n) j f(x) > c k p 2k (n)g and assume to the contrary that for some n > 0, 0 (H n ) > 1=p(n). Then,
The above proposition gives us the following special cases which we will need in the following. Proposition 2.6 Let f be polynomial on -average. Put in other words, if NP problems have e cient average-case decision algorithms, then P(NP \ TALLY), a subclass of P/poly, collapses downto P. We observe that similar collapse consequences downto P can be derived for other subclasses of P/poly (see Corollary 3.3). Some of these collapse consequences follow immediately from recent results investigating the complexity of sparse and tally descriptions for sets in P/poly BS92, K ob94, Gav95, AKM96] . For the others we can exploit an interesting connection between the worst-case complexity of a set L and the average-case complexity of oracles used in the computation of an advice function for L.
The following theorem shows that if an advice function h for some set L can be eciently computed relative to some oracle which is e ciently decidable on average, then h is computable in polynomial time. In Theorem 4.4 below we show a similar collapse for the subclass of P/poly consisting of all sets L for which a multivalued advice function can be computed by a randomized algorithm under an oracle that is easily decidable on average. Let h 2 NPMV(B). Then we say that h 2 FZPP(B) if h is computable by an NPMV(B) transducer that, when considered as a probabilistic Turing machine, on any input x produces with probability at least 1=2 some output y. In the following we use A f to denote the set that contains for any argument y of f all strings yz such that the ith bit of f(y) is one (in the context of the present paper we can always assume that jf(y)j < q(jyj) for some xed polynomial q), A f =fybin q(jyj) (i) j i = jf(y)j + 1 or 1 i jf(y)j and the ith bit of f(y) is one g: 13 2. By Theorem 3.9, NP AP FP(NP) implies p 2 AP FP(NP) . Since AP FP(NP) AP FP the result follows from Corollary 4.5. 3. We rst consider the case that K = P(PP). Under the assumption P(PP) AP FP it is easy to design an algorithm that computes the permanent e ciently for all but a su ciently small (polynomial) fraction of all n n matrices (over GF(p) where p > n + 1 is prime). As shown in Lip91] this implies that the permanent (over GF(p)) of any n n matrix can be computed in expected polynomial time. Since computing the permanent (over GF(p) where p is given as part of the input) is hard for P(PP) Val79] we can conclude that PP = ZPP. Since p 3 P(PP) Tod91] , it follows by Corollary 3.3 that PP = P. Next assume that K 2 fMP; ModPg is contained in AP FP . Then by Theorem 3.9 it follows that P(K) is contained in AP FP . Since P(PP) P(K) GKR + 95, KT96] we get that PP = P, implying that K P. For Imp95] showing that NP AP FP implies BPP = ZPP. More specically, we derive under the same assumption NP AP FP that MA can be derandomized, i.e., MA = NP, whereas under the stronger assumption p 2 AP FP also AM can be derandomized, i.e., AM = NP. Note that AM = NP has some immediate strong implications as, for example, Graph Isomorphism is in NP \ co-N P.
A nondeterministic circuit c has two kinds of input gates: in addition to the actual inputs x 1 ; : : : ; x n , c has a series of distinguished guess inputs y 1 ; : : : ; y m . The value computed by c on input x 2 n is 1 (in symbols, c(x) = 1) if there exists a y 2 m such that c(xy) = 1, and 0 otherwise SV85].
Next we recall the notion of hardness of boolean functions. We denote the class of boolean functions that can be computed by some (non)deterministic circuit c of size at most s by CIR(s) (N CIR(s), respectively). De nition 4.6 (cf. Yao82, NW94]) Let f : f0; 1g n ! f0; 1g be a boolean function, C be a set of boolean functions, and let r 2 IN be a positive integer. f is said to be r-hard for C if for all n-ary boolean functions g in C, We proceed by giving a formal proof. By the way MA is de ned, there exist a polynomial p and a set B 2 P such that for all x, jxj = n, x 2 L ) 9y; jyj = p(n) : Prob r2 R f0;1g p(n) hx; y; ri 2 B] 3=4; x 6 2 L ) 8y; jyj = p(n) : Prob r2 R f0;1g p(n) hx; y; ri 2 B] 1=4 where the subscript r 2 R f0; 1g p(n) means that the probability is taken by choosing r uniformly at random from f0; 1g p(n) .
For xed strings x and y, the decision procedure for B on input x; y; r can be simulated by some circuit c x;y with inputs r 1 ; : : : ; r p(n) , implying that x 2 L ) 9y; jyj = p(n) : Prob r2 R f0;1g p(n) c x;y (r) = 1] 3=4; x 6 2 L ) 8y; jyj = p(n) : Prob r2 R f0;1g p(n) c x;y (r) = 1] 1=4 where w.l.o.g. we can assume that the size of c x;y is bounded by p 2 (jxj) and that p(n) > 4n. As shown in NW94] (see also AK97]) there is an FP function G having the following property: For any CIR(p 3 (n))-hard boolean function g : f0; 1g m(n) ! f0; 1g, where m(n) = 12 log p(n), and for every p(n)-input circuit c of size at most p 2 (n) it holds that Prob y2 R f0;1g p(n) c(y) = 1] ? Prob s2 R f0;1g l(n) c(G(g; s)) = 1] 1=p(n) (1) where l(n) = 24m(n). Furthermore, for all su ciently large n, a randomly chosen boolean function g : f0; 1g m(n) ! f0; 1g is CIR(p 3 (n))-hard with probability at least 1 ? e ?p 3 (n) . Since the set A = fg : f0; 1g m(n) ! f0; 1g j n 1; g is not CIR(p 3 (n))-hard g belongs to NP, we can use the assumption NP AP FP to get an algorithm M for A that is e cient on average w.r.t. the standard distribution. Exploiting the fact that at least a fraction of 1 ? e ?p 3 (n) of the strings of length 2 m(n) are rejected by M, it follows from part two of Proposition 2.6 that there is a polynomial q such that M rejects at least one string of length 2 m(n) within q(n) steps. Now we are ready to give the NP decision procedure for L: input x, jxj = n; guess g : f0; 1g m(n) ! f0; 1g; if M(g) rejects within q(n) steps then guess y 2 p(n) ; k := P s2f0;1g l(n) c x;y (G(g; s)); if k 2 l(n)?1 then accept else reject else reject Using inequality 1 above it is easy to verify that this algorithm decides L correctly. 2. The proof is similar to the one above. The only di erence is that now a p 2 oracle has to be used to check whether g is hard to approximate by nondeterministic circuits. input x, jxj = n; guess g : f0; 1g m(n) ! f0; 1g; if M(g) rejects within q(n) steps then if P s2f0;1g l(n) c x (G(g; s)) 2 l(n)?1 then accept else reject else reject Note that the condition of the second if-statement can be evaluated in NP by guessing for each s 2 f0; 1g l(n) some assignment for the guess inputs of the nondeterministic circuit c x on actual input G(g; s) and checking whether the sum over the corresponding output bits exceeds 2 l(n)?1 .
Note that the above proof shows that in order to derive MA = NP (AM = NP) it su ces to assume that for any set L in co-N P (respectively, p 2 ) and any FP-computable distribution there is some nondeterministic Turing machine for L whose running time is polynomial on -average.
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